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Abstract:
Graph Coloring Problem is a way of coloring the vertices of a graph such that no two adjacent vertices share the same color. Its
aim is to use the minimum number of color for the vertices of a graph. This problem is a member of NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problems. Therefore, this problem has often been tried to be solved by meta-heuristic methods in the literature.
Migrating Birds Optimization algorithm is a novel meta-heuristic algorithm to solve discrete problems. This algorithm is inspired
by V formation during the migration of migratory birds. In this paper, the performance of Migrating Birds Optimization algorithm
is tested on the Graph Coloring Problem data sets exist in the literature. Obtained results are compared with optimal results of
related data sets.
Keywords: Migrating Birds Optimization, Graph Coloring Problem, Meta-heuristic Optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Graph Coloring Problem (GCP) is a typically
combinatorial optimization problem. Given a graph G = (V, E)
with vertex set V= {v1, v2, ...,vn} and edge set E = {e1, e2, ...
em}. Also given an integer kwhich is used minimum number of
different color for coloring the graph G with k such that no
two adjacent vertices have the same color. This k is called
chromatic entropy and demonstrated χ(G). Adjacency matrix
A(G) of G is an n × n symmetric binary matrix. If there is an
edge between the vertices vi and vj, vi and vj are called adjacent
vertices and Aij = 1, Aij = 0 otherwise.
Objective function of GCP can be expressed as follow:
𝑛

𝑛

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐶 =

𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝑝

(1)

𝑖=1 𝑗 =1

𝑝=

1 𝑖𝑓 𝐴𝑖𝑗 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑗 )

for graph coloring [5]. Marappan and Sethumadhavan have
proposed a new genetic algorithm for graph coloring [6].
Marappan et al. have used to new approximation algorithms for
solving graph coloring problem [7]. Porumbel et al. have
presented evaluation functions for the graph K-coloring
problem [8]. Shen has solved graph coloring problem using
genetic programming [9]. Hindi and Yampolskiy have
proposed a genetic algorithm to solve the graph coloring
problem [10]. The GCP is used to solve the real life problems
such as scheduling [11], pattern matching, register allocation
[12], radio frequency assignment [13], map coloring [14] and
noise reduction [15] etc. In this study, we are proposed
Migrating Birds Optimization (MBO) algorithm that is a novel
meta-heuristic algorithm. The performance of the MBO
algorithm is tested on selected some instances from the
DIMACS [16] benchmark graph collection. Obtained results
showed that MBO algorithm can be proposed for GCP.

0 𝑖𝑓 𝐴𝑖𝑗 = 0 𝑜𝑟 (𝑐𝑖 ≠ 𝑐𝑗 )

𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛}, 𝑗 ∈ 1, … , 𝑛 , 𝐴𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑝 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑓(𝐶) ≥ 0

II. MIGRATING BIRDS OPTIMIZATION (MBO)
ALGORITHM

wheren is number of vertices, Aij is a cell value of adjacency
matrix A(G), p is an integer value, ci is color of ith vertex, cj is
color of j th vertex. According to equation 1, if f(C) = 0, graph
G is painted with k color that no two adjacent vertices have the
same color. If f(C) = 1, only one pair vertices (adjacent
vertices) of the graph G are painted the same color. GCP is a
member of NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems.
Therefore, this problem is solved also with meta-heuristic
methods. Avanthay et al. proposed an adaptation of variable
neighborhood search method to the graph coloring problem [1].
Durrett et al. have presented a genetic algorithm to solving the
problem of chromatic entropy, a combinatorial optimization
problem related to graph coloring [2]. Eiben et al. have
presented adaptive evolutionary algorithm to solve graph
coloring problem [3].Fleurent and Ferland have proposed a
genetic and hybrid algorithms for graph coloring [4]. Galinier
and Jin-KaoHao have presented hybrid evolutionary algorithms

The MBO algorithm that is used to solve Quadratic
Assignment Problem (QAP) is proposed by Duman et al. [17].
The QAP is a member of discrete problem class. The MBO
algorithm is inspired by migrating birds' story. The MBO
algorithm is inspired from V flight formation that during
migration of migratory birds. In the real life, air turbulence
generated by leader bird of the flock in the V flight formation
affects birds on the left and right side of the leader bird. In this
way, birds in the flock can fly longer distance with less power.
Also, leader bird is most tired bird in the flock. Therefore,
leader bird goes to the end of the flock for relaxing. Therefore,
leader bird goes to the end of the flock for relaxing and one of
the birds following it takes his place. The MBO algorithm has
been inspired by this behavior of migratory birds. In the MBO
algorithm, each bird in the flock represents a solution in the
search space. This algorithm starts with initial solutions that
are generated randomly and each solution is tried to improve
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with using a neighborhood structure. Number of neighbor
solutions are determined according to equation 2 and 4.
𝑟 = 3,5,7, … , 𝑡; ∀𝑡 ∈ 2𝑤 + 1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑤 ∈ 𝑁 +
𝑥 = 1,2, … , (𝑟 − 1)/2

𝑢 =𝑟−𝑥

wherer is number of neighbor solutions of leader bird, w is
an integer value, x is number of shared neighbor solutions and
u is number of neighbor solutions of the other birds except the
leader bird. For each bird, these own neighbor solutions are
sorted from best to worst and first (best) neighbor solution is
compared with itself for improve own solution. If first neighbor
solution better than own solution, this neighbor solution take
the place of own solution. Remaining x neighbor solutions are
shared with following own. Neighbor sharing for leader bird is
applied both left and right lines. In other words, x neighbor
solutions are shared left side. After, remaining x neighbor
solutions are shared right side. Therefore, r ≥ 3should be. For
example, r = 3 and x = 1. In this case, for the leader bird, first
neighbor solution is used for comparison. Second neighbor
solution is shared left side and third neighbor solution is shared
right side. For other birds except leader bird are generated u(rx) neighbor solutions. Afterward, sharing solutions coming
from in front of its are added into the own neighbor solutions.
Thus, these birds have r neighbor solutions. These r neighbor
solutions are sorted from best to worst and first (best) neighbor
solution are used for comparison. Remaining x neighbor
solutions are shared with solution following it. Last remaining
x neighbor solutions are discarded. This sharing process is
applied to right and left side of the flock. This sharing
mechanism is a unique feature that the MBO algorithm
distinguishes from other meta-heuristic algorithms. In the
MBO algorithm, generated neighbor solutions by the leader
bird are shared to both sides of the flock. Neighbor solutions of
the other birds (except the leader bird) only are shared to own
side. If the best solution of the flock is not on the leader
position, its neighbor solutions are not shared to both sides.
Therefore, best solution must have been at leader position for
transfer to the other side. For this reason, leader bird is changed
periodically. Firstly, leader bird is sent to the left side of the
flock and following it on the left side takes the leader position.
At the second change, leader bird is sent to the right side of the
flock. This process is continued like this and it is called leader
replacing. Iteration limit is determined as fitness evaluation =
(problem size)3 by Duman et al.

The initial population is created by assigned a randomly
chosen color code to the permutation cell of each
individual.Neighbor generating is performed by changing the
color code of a randomly selected cell.Pseudocode code of the
MBO algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

III. IMPLEMENTATION TO GRAPH COLORING
PROBLEM (GCP) OF THE MBO ALGORITHM

Table.1. The permutation array and fitness of the
individuals.
Individual
Permutation
According
to
Equation
1
Fitness

Since the MBO algorithm is designed for discrete problems,
the structure of the MBO is not changed to solve the GCP
problem.
Generate random z initial population and place V formation
repeat
repeat
Generate r neighbors for leader
Generate r-x neighbors for other birds, except leader
Share unused best x neighbors to foloowing birds
Compare current solution and best neighbor solution
for each birds
Untilnumber of flap (f)
Replace leader
Untiliteration limit or find best result
Return best solution in the flock
Algorithm 1. Pseudocode code of the MBO algorithm
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A. Initial Population
As in many meta-heuristic algorithm, initial population of the
MBO algorithm is generated randomly and solutions are tried
to be developed each iteration. Each individual (bird) in the
MBO algorithm represents a solution in the search space.
These individuals have a permutation array and length of the
permutation is the number of vertices in the given graph. Each
cell in the permutation is assigned a color code. These codes
are numbered so the number of different colors. In Figure 1, a
graph that has 5 vertices is painted with 3 different colors.
Vertices number and color code are given in Figure 1.

Figure.1. A sample graph
According to Figure 1 adjacency matrix A(G) is as follow;
Vertices
1
2
3
4
5
1

0

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

1

3

1

1

0

1

0

4

1

0

1

0

1

5

1

1

0

1

0

In the GCP solution with the MBO, the A(G) is not considered
when the initial population is generated. Color codes are
assigned to the permutation cells (vertex) randomly. According
to Figure 1 three individuals are can be created as in Table 1;

1

2

1

2

3

2

2

2

2

3

1

3

1

0

3

1

1

3

2

2

2

According to Table 1, individual 1 has two vertices that are
painted the same color and are also adjacent (connected
vertex). Therefore, the fitness of individual 1 is 2. The same
situation is valid for individual 3. Nevertheless however, the
individual 2 has a permutation that obtains an optimal result.
Permutation array of the individual 2 is as such in Figure 1.
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Also, an initial population that is generated “V” formation is
demonstrated in Figure 2.

D. Leader Replacing
If the flock is always in the same order, the neighbor solution
produced on any side can not be transferred to the other side.
To overcome this problem, the leader solution is replaced at
certain intervals. Replacing the leader solution depends on the
flapping parameter (f). This parameter allows the flock to
remain in the same order for a certain period of time. Leader
replacing is primarily performed on the left side of the flock.
The next leader replacing takes place this time on the right
side of the flock. This operation is performed on the left and
right sides of the flock, respectively, until the MBO algorithm
is terminated. The leader replacing is shown in Figure 4.

Figure.2.Initial population
B. Neighborhood Strategy
Neighborhood is used to improve a solution. For generating a
neighbor (candidate) solution in the meta-heuristic algorithms
that are designed to solve discrete problem are used usually
swap and insertion method. In this paper, neither of these
methods was used. Instead, completely random new neighbor
solutions are generated. The neighbor solution is generated by
assigned a randomly determined color code to a randomly
determined permutation cell. Neighbor generating process for
individual 3 is demonstrated in Table 2.
Table.2. Neighbor generation
Current
Current fitness
sequence

Randomly
selected position

1-1-3-2-2

2

5

Randomly
selected color

New sequence

New fitness

1

1-1-3-2-1

3

As seen in Table 2, randomly selected cell 5 from the current
permutation sequence is painted with randomly chosen color 1.
The fitness value of the new individual is calculated according
to Equation 1. This process is repeated r times for leader
solution. Other solutions (except the leader solution) are
repeated u times.
C. Sharing Mechanism
The sharing mechanism is the most important feature that
distinguishes the MBO algorithm from other meta-heuristic
algorithms. In this way, the neighbor solutions of an individual
in the population can be transferred to another. The number of
neighbor solutions to be shared is determined by the x
parameter. In this mechanism, the neighbor solutions of the
leader solution are shared to the left and right sides of the
flock. Neighbor solutions of other solutions are shared only
with the side on which they are located. Once the sharing
process is over, each individual's neighbor solutions are sorted
from best to worst and the best neighbor solutions are used to
develop current solutions. The sharing mechanism is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure.4. Leader Replacing
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test the performance of the MBO algorithm were used data
from the DIMACS benchmarking graph collection. In the
benchmark files, (p) is the number of vertices, and edge is the
number of edges:
p edge 191 2360
Also, the lines starting with (e) indicates which vertices the
edges are connected with:
e 4 100
MBO have been performed on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3330
CPU @ 3.00GHz processor, 4 GB RAM and Linux Ubuntu
14.04 (64-bit) operating system and the MBO is coded with QT
Creator 3.0.1 gcc compiler and C++ language.
Table.3.Parameters of the MBO
Parameter
Value
Bird(z)

51

Neighbor(r)

3

Flap(f)

30

SharingNeighbor(x)

1

In the parameter tests of this new meta-heuristic algorithm
proposed for the solution of the QAP problems by Duman et
al., the parameters that number of birds (z), number of flapping
(f), number of neighboring (r) and number of sharing (x) have
found as 51, 10, 3, and 1, respectively [17]. In this paper, the
parameters in [17] are tested for the GCP problem. The results
show that the parameters in [17] can be used for the GCP
problem. Unlike [17], the flap parameter is set to 30 in order to
more sharing in the same sequence of the flock. Finally,
iteration limit is set to 500 or it is terminated when it finds the
best result. The parameters of the MBO for GCP are given in
Table 3. The vertex number, edge number and chromatic
entropy values of the benchmark instances used in this study

Figure.3.Sharing Mechanism
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are given in Table 4. Each instance was run 30 times
independent and obtained results were given in Table 4.
Table.4.20 GCP benchmark instances from DIMACS and
obtained best results from the MBO
Graph Graph Type Instances
χ(G)
opt/run
No
MBO
1

queen5_5.col

n=25; m=320 5

5

30/30

2

queen6_6.col

n=36; m=580 7

7

30/30

3

queen7_7.col

n=49; m=952 7

7

30/30

4

queen8_8.col

n=64;
m=1456

9

9

30/30

5

queen8_12.col n=96;
m=2736

12

12

30/30

6

queen9_9.col

n=81;
m=2112

10

10

30/30
Figure.5. GCP Solution for myciel3.col

7

myciel3.col

n=11; m=20

4

4

30/30

8

myciel4.col

n=23; m=71

5

5

30/30

9

myciel5.col

n=47; m=236 6

6

30/30

10

myciel6.col

n=95; m=755 7

7

30/30

11

huck.col

n=74; m=602 11

11

30/30

12

jean.col

n=80; m=508 10

10

30/30

13

david.col

n=87;m=812 11

11

28/30

14

myciel7.col

n=191;
m=2360

8

8

29/30

15

games120.col

n=120;
m=1276

9

9

30/30

16

miles250.col

n=128;
m=774

8

8

30/30

17

anna.col

n=138;
m=986

11

11

30/30

18

miles500.col

n=128;
m=2340

20

20

30/30

19

miles750.col

n=128;
m=4226

31

31

30/30

20

miles1000.col n=128;
m=6432

42

42

30/30

Figure.6.GCP Solution for myciel4.col

Table 4 shows that various data that vertex number is from 11
to 191 and edge number is from 20 to 6432 are used. The graph
type column that second column in Table 4, shows the file
names of the benchmark problems used. The instances column
shows the number of vertices (n) and the number of edges (m)
of the problem. χ(G) is chromatic entropy (number of different
color). The MBO column in the Table 4 shows the results of
the best chromatic entropy obtained with the MBO algorithm.
The 'opt/run' column shows the number of optimal solutions
(obtained from MBO algorithm)/number of runs. As seen in
Table 4, the MBO algorithm has reached the optimal result in
all 30 runs except problems 13 and 14. The MBO algorithm
has found chromatic entropy values as 12 and 9 for problems
13 and 14, respectively. The results from the MBO algorithm
are visualized in figures 5, 6 and 7. In terms of visibility and
ease of control, small problems (myciel3.col, myciel4.col and
myciel5.col) are visualized.
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In Table 5, obtained results (χ(G)) from the MBO are compared
with the GA, HPGAGCP, EM, M1 and M2 (EM, M1 and M2
are three methods used in [7]).

to solve the GCP.As a result, the MBO algorithm designed for
QAP problems can be proposed to solve the GCP.
VI.

Table.5.Comparison Of Experimental Results Of The Mbo
Grap MB GA[10 HPGAGCP[1 EM[7 M1[7 M2[7
h No O
]
0]
]
]
]
1

5

5

5

5

5

5

2

7

7

8

7

7

7

3

7

7

8

7

7

7

4

9

9

10

9

9

9

5

12

NA

NA

12

15

12

6

10

NA

NA

10

11

10

7

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

5

5

5

5

5

5

9

6

6

6

6

6

6

10

7

NA

NA

7

7

7

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

10

10

10

10

10

10

13

11

11

11

11

11

11

14

8

NA

NA

8

8

8

15

9

9

9

9

9

9

16

8

8

8

8

8

8

17

11

11

11

11

11

11

18

20

NA

NA

20

22

20

19

31

NA

NA

31

32

31

20

42

42

42

42

48

43

As seen in Table 5, the MBO algorithm and EM mothod have
reached the optimal result in all benchmark problems. NA
indicates that there is no solution to the problem in the related
paper. It is seen that HPGAGCP method could not reach
optimal value on the problems 2, 3 and 4. Also, the M1 method
could not obtain optimal results for the problems 5, 6, 18, 19
and 20. It is seen that M2 method could not reach optimal value
only on the problem 20.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the performance of the MBO algorithm has been
tested on the Graph Coloring Problem data sets exist in the
DIMACS benchmarking graph collection. Twenty different
problems that different size have been selected in order to test
the performance of the MBO algorithm.Each problem has
been run independently 30 times.The obtained results show
that the MBO algorithm has achieved the best known results
on all test problems. In addition, the MBO algorithm has
reached the optimum result for all 30 runs on the 18 out of the
20 problems.These results show that the neighborhood
strategy used on the basic MBO algorithm is quite successful
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